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Wendy Williams Shares Candid Video of
Recent Cosmetic Procedure: ‘I Feel Like I’m 35!’
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Wendy Williams isn’t shying away about her appreciation for cosmetic procedures.
The talk show host opened up on Wednesday’s episode of The Wendy Williams Show, and revealed that she’d
gotten some jawline injections hours before the show taped -- and she brought along some candid footage.
“This morning I got here at 6:30 a.m. for a little breakfast procedure,” Williams said, before showing a clip of her
cosmetic surgeon, Dr. Marion Shapiro, injecting her chin with a needle, which made some of the more squeamish
members of the audience gasp and cringe.
“She’s sharpening my jaw line, she’s giving me a little cheek bone from the back,” Williams explained. “My doctor is
in the building right now and I’ve been dealing with her for more years than this show was invented.”
For Williams, the idea of getting some basic cosmetic procedures is simply a way of trying to avoid needing bigger,
more invasive procedures in the future, and that there shouldn’t be any stigma around electing to get some work done.

“If you see something, do something. Don’t just assume that your skin don’t crack. And everybody’s doing
something,” Williams said. “I’ve never gotten a face lift. And you know what, if you start staving [it] off at an early
time, you won’t need a face lift!”
Williams added that Shapiro is “the bee’s knees,” and warns that “she’s not cheap,” but the emotional and physical
benefit of Shapiro’s skill and expertise is worth it for her.
“I feel like I’m 35,” Williams declared with a big smile.
That being said, Williams added that she’s not planning on getting any major surgery anytime in the foreseeable
future. While she may have undergone cosmetic operations in the past, Williams said, “[From the] neck down, I’m done.”
Williams added that one possible exception might be a breast reduction in the future, adding, “I’ll get it when I’m
ready, but right now I still like them.”
Later in the episode, Williams revealed why Shapiro was in the building for her morning procedure when she
welcomed the doctor out to the stage, and she performed a few basic procedures on volunteers from the audience.

Williams has long been vocal about her own struggles with body image issues and her advocacy for cosmetic
surgery.
The talk show host spoke with ET back in 2013, and she dished on why, exactly, she’s tried to live her life as an
open book.
“You know I’ve always felt it’s best for me to tell my own story before somebody else tries to tell it, and get in
front of the story before it comes out,” Williams shared at the time. “It’s not so bad when you tell your own story.
It gives nobody else power, you know? It takes the power away from them.”
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